
 

 
 

 

 

 

MEETING DETAILS: 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

Club: Timaru H.R.C. at Phar Lap Raceway Date: Saturday, 22 November 2014 
Weather: Fine/Showery   
Track: Fast, Good, Easy, Slushy   
Rail: Not applicable   
Stewards: N Ydgren (Chairman), S Renault & P Lamb   
Typist: M Harris   

 
 

General: 

 

 
 

Supplementary: 

 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: JUST LEAVE, JAMIE AUSTIN, ZENA MAC, ASTRAPI, DUNTALKIN, ALL CASH, TART N TIGHTS 

Protests:   Nil 

Suspensions:   Nil 

Fines:   Nil 

Warnings: Race 1 S McNally (NOTRE DAME) 
[Rule 860(5)] Correct starting position unruly stands 

 Race 2 B Butt (EASY RIDER) 
[Rule 857(7)(g)] Maintain position on mobile. 

 Race 6 R May (BRILLIANT STRIKE) 
[Rule 869(3)(b)] Exercise care when shifting ground. 

 Race 9 S Ottley (STERNS ARISING) 
[Rule 870(1)] Return runner to correct gait promptly. 

 Race 10 C Harrison (SARAH LINDENNY) 
[Rule 857(7)(g)] Maintain position on mobile. 

Bleeders:   Nil 

Horse Actions: Race 1 ILLUSTRIOUS QUEEN - Unruly Stand & Mobile Trainer's Request 

 Race 2 ELRAE HANOVER - Warned Mobiles 

 Race 2 GLENDEVON - Ineligible Mobiles - Stood Down 1 Trial 

 Race 4 CUM LAUDE - Cleared From Unruly Stands 

Forbury Park TC - Thursday 20th November 2014 
Race 6 - RICOH MOBILE PACE 
T Chmiel was issued with a charge under Rule 869(3)(f) alleging that he had driven in an improper manner by using his right 
foot to contact the off side foot of his horse (FRANCO REVEL) on several occasions passing the 1200 metres. Mr Chmiel after 
viewing Stewards films admitted the breach and, along with Stewards, made submissions to the JCA regarding the matter of 
penalty. The matter was then delayed until today's meeting at which time the JCA notified the hearing that Mr Chmiel's 
horsemans license would be suspended from the conclusion of racing on the 23rd of November until the conclusion of racing 
on the 28th of November. In addition to this Mr Chmiel is to pay a fine of $100. 

 

Race 8 - SPEIGHTS MOBILE PACE 
D Trainor advised Stewards that BE ME had been scoped and was found to be suffering from an upper respiratory infection 
for which treatment has commenced. 

Prior to the running of Race 6 the track was downgraded to Good. 
After Race 6 the track was downgraded to Easy. 
After Race 7 the track was downgraded to Slushy and trainers were advised to attach wet weather sheets and mudguards. 



 

 Race 5 KATIE PETITE - Warned Performance 

 Race 9 STERNS ARISING - Warned Stands 

Medical Certificates:   Nil 

Driver Changes:   Nil 

Late Scratchings: Race 9 ROXY BROMAC - At 4.10pm after downgrade in track conditions. 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 23/11/2014 until 02/12/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
DONNY JONES, BUNGALOW BILL, HELLAVAHANOVER 

Exceptional Circumstances: 
CHIEF KAPAI 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 MONARCHY & SUPALOO TROT 

The start of this race was delayed due to an advertising vehicle having to be moved from the infield. 
ILLUSTRIOUS QUEEN and EILISH AIMEE broke in the early stages. 

At the request of trainer C McKay ILLUSTRIOUS QUEEN will now be drawn unruly for standing starts. 
OVERSTAYER began awkwardly and shifted inwards crowding KING KONE. 
INSIGNIFICANT broke approaching the first turn and lost its chance. 
Racing towards the 2400 metres NOTRE DAME raced roughly for several strides and lost ground. 
NOTRE DAME broke passing the 2200 metres. 
TEHORO RUBY broke passing the 1600 metres. 
ILLUSTRIOUS QUEEN broke rounding the final bend. 
S McNally as the driver of NOTRE DAME was reminded of his obligations regarding starting from the unruly position. 

Race 2 GARIBALDI & PHIL MONTY MOBILE PACE 
GLENDEVON underwent a pre-race veterinary inspection due to it not having raced for a considerable period and was 
cleared to start. 
A false start was declared when GLENDEVON which had been slow to leave the pre-race circle reared and briefly fell to the 
track in the initial stages of the score up. GLENDEVON underwent a veterinary examination and was cleared to start. 
GLENDEVON swung sideways in the early stages of the score up at the second attempt and refused to move losing all 
chance. Stewards advised the connections that the mare was now stood down until it can satisfactorily complete one mobile 
trial. 
In the second attempt at a start ELRAE HANOVER reared in the early stages of the score up and swung outwards for driver S 
Golding causing him considerable difficulty. 
EASY RIDER was about one length out of position at the start. Driver B Butt was shown a replay and cautioned to make a 
greater effort to maintain his position behind the mobile. 
ELRAE HANOVER broke as the start was effected losing considerable ground. Stewards placed a warning on the barrier 
record of the gelding. 

EASY RIDER paced roughly rounding the first bend. 
MIAMI HEAT over-raced when racing parked in the middle stages. 
ELRAE HANOVER gave ground passing the 600 metres. Driver S Golding reported to the Stewards that ELRAE HANOVER 
would be retired from their stable. 
SANS LE SOU was held up on the final bend behind KILKENNY TURK which had started to weaken. 
EASY RIDER raced roughly and had to be steadied near the 600 metres when improving wide on the track. 
BOOMER BAILEY was held up in the early stages of the run home. 
LANDLOCH was denied clear racing room early in the run home. 

Race 3 MARQUEE & EVENT HIRE PACE 

ZENA MAC was slow to begin. 
DOUBLE CHOCOLATE broke at the start and shifted outwards crowding AGNES DE GEROLSTEIN, HESA DAZZLER and GRANDE 
BROMAC. 
HESA DAZZLER paced roughly after being shifted wider shortly after the 1000 metres. 



 

ROYAL KATE gave ground passing the 400 metres with the trailing PRIVATE JONES being held up. 
When questioned with regard to the performance of ROYAL KATE driver D Dunn explained the mare had over-raced during 
the early stages and for this reason he had allowed her to progress forwards and eventually assume the lead from PRIVATE 
JONES. Mr Dunn further added that when asked for an effort over the final stages the mare had failed to respond and proved 
disappointing. A subsequent veterinary examination revealed a slow recovery rate. 
When questioned with regard to the improved performance of JAMIE AUSTIN stable representative S Golding explained the 
gelding had been unsuited to racing out of its grade fresh up but when returned to the trials subsequent to that run it had 
obviously derived considerable benefit and turned in a much improved performance. Mr Golding further added that JAMIE 
AUSTIN had responded well to a more aggressive drive today against significantly lesser opposition. 
Stewards spoke with J Dunn as the driver of ZENA MAC regarding the mare's inability to make up the ground it conceded at 
the start through its slow beginning. Mr Dunn advised that the mare had travelled lethargically throughout and despite his 
urgings could make no impact upon the field. A post-race veterinary examination revealed possible signs of muscle tie up. 
Stewards will follow up the recovery of this horse with Trainer G Smith. 

Race 4 EQUINE VETERINARY SERVICES TROT 

REGAL MOMENT broke briefly at the start. 
LADY HEST broke after 100 metres. 
NEVER FEAR raced wide in the early stages before reaching the parked position near the 1600 metres. 
CUM LAUDE hung inwards when improving three wide near the 1100 metres. 
REGAL MOMENT was held up on the final bend. 
FINAL SECRET gave ground on the final bend hampering the trailing ASTRAPI. 
CUM LAUDE hung inwards in the run home. 
NEVER FEAR raced roughly on the final bend and then hung inwards in the early stages of the run home when experiencing 
some difficulty in obtaining clear racing room. Driver P O'Reilly advised that as a result of this he had not activated the 
removable deafeners. 
PETITE ROYAL raced roughly over the final 100 metres with driver R Holmes ceasing to place the horse under any significant 
pressure. 
M Jones as the driver of the winner ASTRAPI reported that he did not activate the removable deafeners. 
CUM LAUDE will no longer be drawn unruly for standing starts. 

Race 5 HARVEY WORLD TRAVEL TIMARU PACE 

LIFESTYLER, MAVERICK, DANNY DEL VITO and INCHBONNIE LAD broke at the start. 
ALL NUTS N BOLTS and KATIE PETITE broke in the early stages and came into contact after shifting ground. 

SOUNDS ORSUM was crowded in the early stages by the galloping LIFESTYLER who shifted outwards. 
MAVERICK broke approaching the 1600 metres inconveniencing the trailing DANNY DEL VITO. 
The off side number on SHANTAHLIA ROMEO hung loose during the running. 
KATIE PETITE gave ground from the 800 metres inconveniencing ALL NUTS N BOLTS and MAVERICK with MAVERICK breaking 
when attempting to shift ground outwards around this runner with GIVE ME THE NIGHT then being checked in consequence. 
Stewards placed a warning on the racing performance of KATIE PETITE. 

Driver J Curtin (ALL NUTS N BOLTS) dropped his foot from the sulky rest rounding the final bend. 
FRANCO SANCHEZ shifted inwards under pressure throughout the final straight. 

Race 6 LASER ELECTRICAL TIMARU MOBILE PACE 
BRILLIANT STRIKE broke passing the 1600 metres checking the trailing GRIN AGAIN. 
SPIRIT OF CHRONOS broke passing the 600 metres when positioned to the inside of BRILLIANT STRIKE. When galloping 
SPIRIT OF CHRONOS shifted outwards and locked sulkies with the improving BETABCOOL with both runners losing 
considerable ground. When questioned regarding this incident Miss K Butt (SPIRIT OF CHRONOS) explained that her horse 
had attempted to jump a mark on the track and at the time of galloping was receiving no pressure from BRILLIANT STRIKE. 
Notwithstanding the submissions of Miss Butt, Stewards advised R May (BRILLIANT STRIKE) that he should exercise greater 
care when shifting ground to ensure that no other runner is forced to race in restricted room. 
 
Race 7 ROBBIES WASHDYKE BAR & BISTRO PACE 

REDMARO, PLAYAWAY and JACK HAMMER broke at the start. 
SPEEDY JACK raced roughly in the early stages. 
LOTTIE FRANCO, RIVERBOAT PRINCESS and WESTBURN CREED gave ground rounding the final bend. 

Race 8 PORT FM & PROPERTY BROKERS MOBILE PACE 



SEVEN POINT ONE paced roughly in the score up. 
NIKITA MAGUIRE weakened rounding the final bend. Stewards questioned driver R May regarding the performance of 
NIKITA MAGUIRE. Mr May submitted that the filly may have been unsuited to the slushy track conditions. A post-race 
Veterinary examination of this runner showed a slow recovery rate. Trainer B Hill advised that it was his intention to conduct 
blood tests and undertook to notify Stewards should anything come to light that may help to explain the run. 
RED HOT TODDY was inclined to hang outwards during the final straight. 

Race 9 TYRE GENERAL TIMARU SUMMER CUP (HANDICAP PACE) 

ROXY BROMAC was a late scratching at 4.10pm due to the downgrade in track conditions. 
STERNS ARISING, PAY ME ART, DYNAMIC PARTY and LIVE LIFE BETTA broke at the start with LIVE LIFE BETTA losing all 
chance. 
Stewards placed a warning on the barrier record of STERNS ARISING and advised S Ottley it was expected she make a better 
effort to return the horse to its correct gait in future. 
Driver M Jones (STRIKE ON COMMAND) dropped his foot from the sulky rest passing the 2100 metres. 
SMOKEN ROMAN paced roughly near the 1700 metres and lost several lengths as a result. 

PAY ME ART struck a pylon in the run home. 
IDEAL ARDEN and STRADOWAN had difficulty obtaining clear racing room throughout the run home. 
Driver J Anderson advised he was not afforded the opportunity to activate the removable deafeners on IDEAL ARDEN. 
Driver R May reported that PAY ME ART had been striking the outside sulky wheel on the turns. 

Race 10 CHILLIS & MORE MOBILE TROT 
SARAH LINDENNY was a length out of position at the dispatch point. Driver C Harrison was spoken to and advised to make a 
greater effort in future to take up his position than he had done so on this occasion. 

JAYCEEKAY broke racing into the first bend when being taken forwards to the lead. 
IDLE EYRE broke after 400 metres. 
IDLE EYRE broke again rounding the final bend. 

Race 11 CHANGEOVER & BROSNAN TRANSPORT PASSING LANE MOBILE PACE 
ROO STAR was held up in the early stages of the run home. 
MR FRANKLIN and SELL A BIT were denied clear racing room until late in the run home. 
WOODLEA DJ and IWANNABEBIG were held up throughout the run home. 

 


